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Vamsi Jasti: New nonwovens expert
joins TAPPI Journal editorial board
Editor’s Note: This column is part of a series that profiles the background and expertise of TAPPI Journal’s
editorial board members. These volunteer members spend long hours overseeing the peer review process and
contributing to TAPPI Journal. TAPPI would like to express its gratitude to the editorial board members for
their hard work and willingness to share their expertise with the forest products community.
– Monica Shaw, Editorial Director
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nonwoven and composite materials for medical gowns,
drapes, and isolation gowns for personal protective applications. He currently has 10 patents filed.

TAPPI involvement and industry perspective
Vamsi became familiar with TAPPI while studying at NCSU
when Professor Behnam Pourdeyhimi of The Nonwovens
Institute suggested that he join. He first joined in 2008
and is currently a member of TAPPI’s Nonwovens, Engineers and Technologists (NET) Division. As part of this division, Vamsi serves as the Chair for the Raw Materials and
Equipment Committee. He has also been on the Steering
Committee for NETInc., the NET Division’s annual conference that is held in conjunction with PaperCon.
Vamsi joined TAPPI so he could connect with others
in the nonwovens industry and learn about the industry’s trends. He says he has enjoyed “thought-provoking
discussions on the specific areas of research” as part of his
NET committee meetings. As a member of the TJ Editorial
Board, he joins Gaurav Pranami, Ph.D., another nonwovens expert, in overseeing the peer review for submis-
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sions on this topic. Vamsi looks forward to the opportunity to learn from others on the Board, as well as the chance
to interact with his university and other research contacts
as part of his TJ responsibilities.
During his academic and work career, Vamsi says he
appreciates the opportunities he’s had to make use of
his skills on three continents—Asia, Europe, and North
America. On a personal note, Vamsi enjoys cooking for a
large group of family and friends, as well as reading books
on personal development and studying astronomy. TJ
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